The German version of this publishing agreement is legally binding and shall prevail.

Publishing agreement between

the RheinMain University of Applied Sciences, Kurt Schumacher Ring 18, 65197 Wiesbaden, Germany, represented by the President, Prof. Dr. Eva Waller, hereinafter HSRM, the Library of RheinMain University of Applied Sciences and the Land Hessen, represented by the Director, Dr. Marion Grabka, hereinafter HLB, and the author/copyright holder or authors/copyright holders.

The subject of the agreement are the materials to be published in the PUBLICATIONS REPOSITORY (PUBLIKATIONEN – REPOSITORIUM, or PUR). The agreement is deemed to have been concluded once the publishing agreement has been accepted and the materials have been submitted electronically.

1. Granting of rights

I hereby grant the HLB and HSRM the non-exclusive right of use to the materials.

The right of use includes the right to use and reproduce the digital object in whole or in part, and the right to

- irrespective of the transmission technology, to make the said object publicly available worldwide for download on data networks, even by third parties

- to store and archive the said object in electronic databases on a permanent basis.

The metadata, including the document’s abstract, shall be available free of charge under the conditions of the CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0) Public Domain Dedication https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/.

The licensing conditions agreed upon in the upload process must be complied with.

2. Rights of third parties

I declare that no rights of third parties (e.g. co-authors, copyright holders, publishers, collecting societies, external funders) are breached (e.g. copyrights, data protection) as a result of the provision of the digital object, including all components (e.g. images).

I indemnify the HSRM and HLB from all claims that third parties may assert in relation to their rights against the HSRM and HLB, provided that I am responsible for said claims (including legal expenses).

Should several individuals be involved in the creation of a digital object, electronic publication may be made only with the consent of all co-authors/joint copyright holders.

I declare that the necessary rights have been granted to me for this purpose by all co-authors/joint copyright holders and that no rights of third parties have been breached by said co-authors/joint copyright holders.
3. Transfer of rights to third parties

The HSRM and HLB may transfer the rights granted under this agreement in full or in part to third parties and grant others rights of use or permit usage (e.g. to be able to use services of third parties for the purposes listed above, as part of national collective tasks, for academic networking or long-term archiving, or in the event that another institution assumes tasks for the HSRM and/or HLB on a permanent basis).

Under the obligation to supply network publications to the German National Library (Deutsche Nationalbibliothek), the HSRM and HLB have the right to supply it with electronic theses or to make these available for collection.

No separate agreement for this purpose is required.

4. Long-term archiving

I grant the HSRM and HLB the right to store the provided documents and associated metadata, abstracts, and any additional material in the long-term archives of the HSRM and HLB and, when necessary (e.g. for migration, accessibility, or better availability), to transfer said material to other electronic and physical formats.

5. Blocking (there is no provision for termination)

The HSRM and HLB are entitled to block access to a document should there be specific indications that the rights of third parties have been breached. The contracting parties undertake to inform each other without delay if third parties assert claims based on their rights against a contracting party.

Special case: submission of an electronic thesis

If my thesis is included in the materials to be published, I declare that the version of the work provided to the HLB is identical to the version submitted under the PhD examination procedure. If the version of the work provided to the HLB is not identical to the version submitted under the examination process, I declare that the deviations have been approved by the assessing entity responsible for administering the examination. Should the thesis concerned be cumulative in nature, I am aware that sections that have already been published may be lodged only with the permission of the publishers.
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